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Abstract
The block statues appeared firstly at the very beginning of the 12th dynasty. They were made of
rocky blocks with geometrical criteria. These statues personified the characters that they express.
They were Sculpted Sitting on the ground, and his two legs standing vertically before him, and his
arms resting straight on his knees. This type of statues was exceptionally preferred to other types of
statues from the very beginning of the Middle kingdom till the Greco-Roman period. This traditional
type of statues has been developed as a block statue. The sculptor began gradually to produce this
type of statues of bodies and arms, legs and foot. Also the Sculptors began to form statues dressed
in garments that caver the legs, some personalities have been Sculpted settling on a column that
stands for the back. The block statues were in various forms and in one types clearly at the very
beginning of the 18th.Dynasty, regardless of the reference to the details in all cases. Among these,
block statues some types have appeared with its some of these block statues have appeared in
small size of the gods or symbols for the gods sculpted in relief. These type statues continued to
appear the end of the new kingdom.
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1. Introduction
The statue ANX84 comes from a small
annex in the Sheikh Labib Magazine, in
the temple of Karnak, opened in 1998.
Its provenance remains unknown. It is of
the type called block statue [1]
representing the owner squatting with his
legs raised vertically in front of him and
arms folded on the knees, the whole
figure is hidden in along mantel. It is a
statue form that appeared in the middle

kingdom and continued in use throught
the rest of the pharaonic period. These
statues were set up in temples. The bore
inscriptions that often addressed
passersby and requested that the owner
might partake of the offerings that came
forth from the altars of the gods. Our
statue has been severely damaged only
the left side remains.

Description:
Fragment of block statue.
Limestone. High: 27 cm; width: 10 cm; length: 22, 5 cm.
On front of the statue: fig .1, pl. 1
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- left side:

[1]

[...@] tp- [di- nswt] Imn- Ra nb nswt tAwy, xnty Ipt- swt, di. f [...]
...] Xry, rSw r swDA [Hr (?)]
[3] [
...] sS sH- nTr m @wt- nswt...
[1]
[An Of] fering, (which) [the king gives to] Amen-Re, Lord of the thrones of the Two
Lands, so that he may give [...][2] under total joy, in order to take pleasure [in...][3]
[...for] the scribe of the temple in Hout- nesout the Palace? [2]
[2] [

Several officials bear titles connected
with the domain of @wt- nswt [3] which
appears to have been located on the west
bank at Thebes, (H. Gauthier , Dic.
Geog.4, p.85-86, from statue CGC
42185);
-Ramsesnakht, high priest of Ra-Atum at
Thebes, royal scribe and chief of the
house in @wt- nswt (CGC 42162);
-Amunmes , responsible for the offering
in @wt- nswt (CGC 42176);

-Rome-Roi, sem-priest in @wt- nswt on
the West of Thebes (CGC 42185);
-Ipuy, divine father of Amun in @wtnswt (CGC 42187); none of them,
nevertheless, is (scribe of the temple in
@wt- nswt), neither has any connection
with the temple of Ahmes-Nefertary in
mn-st (see under), hence the owner of
the statue remains indefinite.

-right side

[4]

[...] Imn-Ra Hry-ib Mn-st , Hmt nTr Hmt nswt wrt [...] [...prophet ? of ] Amun-Ra who
dwells in Men-set, [4] ( and of )the god's wife, great king's wife , [ Ahmes - Nefertary ]
The cult of Amun in the mortuary temple
of Ahmes-Nefertary must have reached
certain importance as in some list of
Theban deities, Amun of Mn-st comes at
the head, followed by Ahmes-Nefertary
of Mn-st, then comes the Amun of

karnak, and then Amun of Deir alMedina (M. Gitton, L, epouae du dieu
Ahmes-Nefertary, 1981, p. 76, quoting
O. I. Chcago no 16991, A4.; cf. Wente ,
JNES 20 , 1961 , p. 253 ) .

Back pillar: fig .2, pl. 2

5]

@tp [ di] nswt Imn [Hry] - ib wAst . di .f s [ nb...] [ An of]fering, which the king [ gives to ] Amun , who dwells in Thebes, so that he
may give health ( ? ) [ ...] .

[5]
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For Imn Hry - ib wAst, see L. A. Christophe, Les divinites de la Salle hypostyle, BdE 21,
column n. 127 (4) , & 189 an column n . 134 & 341.
Shoulder: pl. 3
-[6] wsr - MAat - Ra [...]
[6] Ouser - maat - Ra [...].
2. Conclusion
It is a new kind of statues appeared since the middle kingdom and continued after that in the
following periods of Ancient Egypt. The sitting statues are rounded in squatting position.
Sometimes wearing a cloak covering all his vaulted body, the aim is showing a high degree of a
kneeling scared person before the gods. These statues are dedicated to gods’ houses “temples”
loving and aiming at intercession and acceptance. The history of this statue is due to the period
of Ramesses, and perhaps texts only dated to the reign of Ramses IV.
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